KRISHNA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
EVALUATION – II (2017-18)
CLASS: NURSERY
Subject

Syllabus

English





Hindi

Maths

Oral-Learn & recognization of Small Cursive Alphabet .
Rhymes-Ding Dong Bell,Chubby Cheeks,Hey Diddle Diddle .
Written- Write to cursive letters, Write the missing letters, Write the first letter of given
picture, Odd One Out, Recognize the small letter and write small letter, Circle the common
beginning sound of the picture, Join the letter
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Oral-Learn Counting 1to 70and Recognization of Numbers 1 to 70,Spelling of 1 to 5,Table of
2.
Written-Counting 1 to 70, Count and Write, Write the missing numbers, Backward counting
10 to 1, Table of 2, What comes Between, Concept of biggest and smallest, Number name
ONE to FIVE.



Oral-Good Manners, Fruits and Vegetables, Plants and Flowers, Wild Animals Names.
Q-1What should we say when we receive anything?
Ans-We should say “Thank you”
Q-2 How do we speak when we ask for something?
Ans-We should say “ Please”.
Q-3 Which fruit do you like most?
Ans- I like……………….
Q-4 What is the name of your school principal?
Ans-The name of our school principal is MrsUttraKapoor.
Q-5 How do you go to schooleveryday?
Ans - I go to school by van\bus everyday.
Q-6 Which is our national animal?
Ans- Tiger is our national animal.
Q-7 Where do you live?
Ans- I live in Aligarh.

Computer



Recognization and learn spelling of C.P.U, Mouse, ,Monitor.

Music



Song- Papa Mere Papa (main AisaHi Hoon )

Dance



Song – Disco Disco. ( A Gentleman )

Art



Let us draw the fish with the help of triangles also colour the fish.

Craft



Colour the ladybird red. Spread glue on the spots of the ladybird and paste tea leaves on it.

Maths
Project



Describe the concept of “Tall and Short” by showing any image, decorative items or
Materials.
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